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-.0-- 13E.ZI1.ZIL EDUCATIONAL CCiDICERN CT THE STU: ''

Differing not=ms c exism regarding-the =roper inte natation and

use of students' .71talasi==ns of their own learning an mertmrsonce in a

course. Among some viim=stors, is common Lre 70 amc at face

value, students' s_-!1.- -assesament-t, ;Fuld to u.se -_-hem as the h _s'for action

taken in instruc=ft.o-ya- une_ =ouassactic Tagi==_74, or eve= :SE them as

the basis for -..rerrn6--,._=--wisat anel how muCh. LAM been 1F-exmer In such

r=ituation atter --patdonay conttrrt of ITIIE.= .--maorted in

,-Audents' self -vssameman= and 1..ha - is nc =mem tor tte pramess students

it ass es s inE -zarriIN-1.- an _:-±arning _n a cr).-rel.

Edocators with t-777±=iva deveanmentaLcrerspeczive 2.e. not so willing

such indis-.7,ste interpicA.stionstudents' self-asmessments as

i--)mss for actin= "Uemen fn education. Marzoint out that a w:adent

"evaluation" is. a 77mfte expression by the student, but the bases or the

c ntext in which 7.-...hegroession is uttareiLamwdiffer from s lent to

student. Very difi*Neurt kinds of process:Damen be used by the students in

arriving at eveluatJar statements. The process can be an emotional or

capricious one in lit-..t._.aere are not vomits or reasons which serve as the

basis of a judgmentalemression or it cam be deliberate and reflective

process guide by reasons or it can be slibjemsed to examination for their

intellectual and morsi ] gitimacy (Bebea..4967; Wilhelms, 1967). Therefore,

interpretation of stailsda' self-assesssmagbamust go beyond examination of

the obvious contentmeadist is reported ease_ include determination of the

context of statementroseing up the self-assessments.
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Assuming that all educators are comeeened, and nave the social respon-

sibilityta be concerned ( 14 tbs actidallmiken in education as a result of

student ere.- .ationts3' justifiable, and (14 -that evaboation be a rational and

deliberatt-Tnncess,at gemmed remsonableiun question-whether interpreting

or treatiftall students' self-assessment Mike is a sound practice for

educators to mow. Sic= evidence from -nrevious studies Suggests that

students use distrinctaj different modes: mf evaInscion in evaluating

instructinv ...Cri-Ttewdm &Mar:, 19173;enbaum, 1975; Wterschum, 1977)

it seems reasons-M.1e tz' luestlon wtether-smudents refleolt these variations

in evaluating thpir ona leAfting and perfOrmance in a crarsse. To put it more

specifically, r stemma .-amousble to_asklullether all :its are equally ar

rational and delMetrate in evaluating t cwn perfammomme and learning in

a course. It memmFaggragprlete Iscsr educaftts Lo be in -tested in determini:rmg

factors which can prvAict wdem students are capable of=mma±ug rational and

deliberate self-valuations.

These concerns =temp:U.2"y a concern for *what is wise- to dr?" or

practical knowledge rather than -with "when is the case?' or tMeoretical

knowledge (Rabenmaa, 1971), Since educates is a practical fteld a concern

for using theceeticaa .cmourlollge to gui tice is appropriate in research_

Therefore, in this smmik, theoretical questions were raised In order to gain

practical knowledge. 7* theorrmacal caestions were raised: (1) whether

students' differ in the process used in evaluating their own performance and

learning in a course aed (2.1 sheer such differences might be related to

differences in students peuannatity structure or level of cognitive

development.

TEHOMMEICAL FRAMEWORK

A descriptive theory of evaluation, drawn from philosophic explication
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of the concept in education (Scrivin, 1968) and in philosophy (Taylor, 1961.;

Dewey, 1966) was developed in order to define the nature of the process of

evaluation and to identify variations in the process. Two variations of

concern in this study were: (a) the degree of deliberateness in self-

appraisal and (b) the degree of differentiation in the judgments made. Degree

of deliberateness in self-appraisal refers to the extent to which the value

claims made are based on objective grounds or references. Variation in

degree of deliberateness in self-appraisal was described as ranging from nite

judgmental expression without criteria or evidence to a highly deliberate

process in which criteria are clearly identified and differentiated, relevant

evidence cited, and the judgment is drawn from these criteria and evidences

cited. Degree of differentiation in the judgments made refers to the extent

to which the value judgments are qualified and multidimensional judgments.

'Variations in degree of differentiation in the judgments made was described

as ranging from judgments which are polarized and absolute in nature,

describing the goodness or badness of some one global feature of the value

object, to judgments which are qualified, non-categorical and multidimensional

in relating and comparing how the details and attributes of each aspect of

the value object being judged is considered good or bad according to

different value perspectives.

The paradigm used for relating students' personal characteristics to

mode of self-evaluation was that proposed by the conceptual model of

Levin (1935) and Brunswik (reported in Rappaport and Summers, 1973), which

postulates human action to be a function of the psychological characteristics

of the person interacting with qualities of the environment.

More specifically, Brunswik's "lens" model which is concerned with a

specific part of action, human judgment, was used to specify a way of
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viewing students as evaluators. In the "lens" model, each person is viewed

as an active agent approaching judgment using his own lens, which cor=1-At%

of the concepts, values, needs, attitudes and beliefs of the person. 75Hr

person uses this Dens to interpret mmd integrate the information avaihiiilie

in the environment about the object to be judged, in order to make a

judgment. Judgments made depend on the way a person's lens allows that

person to deal with environmental cues (Figure 1).

Object

Cues

S1 = Environment
System

Judgment

S
2
= Person's

Cognitive Sys

Figure 1: Diagram of Brunswik's lens model showing the relationsbli
among cognitive and environmental systems and the person:
judgment. (Adapted from Rappaport and Summers, 1973).

This view of human judgment is related to a particular paradigm f_

viewing human behavior first identified in psychology. Lewin rejecter

two models of human behavior used by psychologists and proposed thatim=-:m

behavior is not determined solely by stimuli in the environment or lyz.. tr.z:rate

qualities of the individual. He proposed, rather, that humen behavicr

the result of an interaction between personal and environmental factors.

Since this paradigm is a conceptual framework and not a predictive

theory, Conceptual Systems Theory was used to formulate specific hypothesel.,

This theory is in the context of the model of Lewin and Brunswik and is
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substamiloweLy]mmes-krtue=of human actin:Ion the basis of a person's known

gma1imies7in lion with the envixorrent's tnowlmAlities. (Harvey,

'hat andachraJdWr, 1961; Schroder, Driver and Streuflert :=967; and Hunt, 19T1).

cam' Mans theory, the conceptual system of a perm= is considered

be funttr-71.2A17.0d to how that person uses hts lams irr perceiving

sa: resporirlAunc- ---tervi.rormtent. Differences in modes of 4Climg (e.g.,

pirf=eivimg, intimnrreirg or integrating formation) bytiffe zit:persons, in

t:;= game lion, are due to differences in lersc,_ cnnceptual

systems. Ln tb awry, the conceptual system is defined she self-system

am :sussed as lvArto view each personas a total system having a basic or

genotypic lispamdigiao which can be used in predicting, ertlaining and giving

cammistenm' a7PMeson's mode of acting. The conceptual system is made up

of-the conceptual ,inkages or ties, called concepts, which each person

esnmbliabirs with tee world. A person's concepts deveInp an organization or

atrncture 45 the concepts change from concrete to abstract in nature and

=.t.mcie simeoWe and unrelated to complex and integrated. he degree of abstractness

ame.camplemity of a7person's conceptual system is assumed to be interrelated

7-M7 he degree of complexity in that person's mode of 22nctioning. Conceptual

'.011ilities :theory defines and establishes developmental 1... eels of the conceptual

amaper., Stith each level being characterized by differences in a person's

=RD.: Jive and mntivational orientations. More specificMly, this system

varleacin two dimensions: (a) the complexity with which information is

Omnilamely processed and (b) the degree of interpersonal =aturity.

Anaiysis of conceptual systems theory and empirical osidence from

research concerned with the effects of a person's level xe cognitive and

motivational development (or self-development) on that person's mode of

acting suggested (a) that students vary in their level of conceptual

7
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development CHunt, 197771 and (b) that level cf conceptual develmlurwm,may

affect stuzients' use of tike evaluation promess. (Berkowitz, 196.011te and

Harvey, 1.901. This mml---Ew,sc particular:7r when (a) the object beM-mg

evalmatediTs-the self, linaz, 1934; Allpor. 1955; Carr, 1965; amOLoevinger,

1966' (b) -t.meprocess Jaz., osumlex one involving use of reasons mat_ reasoning,

(Sc!hroez sraal., 1967; umd Bflmnt, 1971) (c) the situation involvmaisclosing

infomoutlm about oneself' tc amather person (Halverson and Shore, :=q169;

JOUNM!-- 1.911). Students' :Demels of conceptual development is

relmLed- -) (a) their dbilit; tos view self objectively and (b) the intentions,

pur -ses motivations and ems of meanings students bring to and use in

copriadive=and interpersonal 71rocesses. When evaluation of one's own actions

as a student is a rational .d deliberate process, a student has the purpose

or ititen=on of responding -1 the basis of a value judgment which concludes

a----teme=ic process of eralhation, rather than responding in any other way.

Irmsddition, a student inteationally seeks out information which can be used

tame an accurate, complete, and objective interpretation of the goodness

of several aspects of his/her own learning and performance as a student, on

the whole and in the long run, rather than stating here-and-now experiences

or over-generalized interpretations of the goodness of his/her own learning

and performance in a course.

Persons at immature levels of conceptual development have little sense of

self, do not differentiate between self and others, and have a very

undifferentiated view of self. Their conceptual systems are made up of

concrete and simple concepts and they have difficulty using these undifferen-

tiated concepts in cognitive tasks. They do not seek out information but

rather rely on the ideas and directives of authoritative others to guide their

thinking and actions. Disclosing information about themselves to others

8
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causes anxiety and they draw quick closure in such_mitnations. On the other

hand, persons at mature levels of conceptual develaxmemt have a highly

differentiated view of self and others. They have emulated clearly

differentiated and integrated internal standards ern they can use directing

their own thinking and acting. Yet, they are open_ W. new and conflicting

ideas and they seek out information from others befo=e responding to a

cognitive task. They can respond to cognitive tasks and social situations

in alternative ways. They are not threatened by-hex:mg to disclose information

about themselves to others. Therefore, in this sirtudy, it was hypothesized

that a student's level of conceptual development affects that student's

ability to respond conceptually, using the intenmional and ideational

thinking required by the process of evaluation. It was predicted that in

evaluation of self-performance and self-learning in a course, those students

having developed more abstract conceptual structures, as compared to those

students at lower developmental levels:

a. would show a more deliberate and complete use of the 1-c:ess of
evaluation and

b. would in the judgment made, show a greater degree of differentiation.

DESIGN AND PROCEDURES USED IN THE STUDY

Since the purpose of this study was to use students' basic mode of

interacting with qualities of the environment to explain and predict

particular students' action, in this case, mode of self-evaluating, a

representative sample of students who were known to vary in level of

conceptual development rather than a random sample was used in the study.

In this study, the sample consisted of 68 students enrolled in the same

undergraduate course in the home economics-education pre-service professional

preparation curriculum at the University of Minnesota. Differences in level

9
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of conceptaiLiessvelopment were observed by structural analysis of students'

responsest's (1974) paragraph completion test administered to groups

of students:. Mmdents' responses were assigned a score along the continuous

conceptuaL level dimension. A high score on the dimension was assigned to

paragraph completions which showed consideration of two view points, co-

ordinatior, af differential responses, clear indication of self-delineation,

and use of internal standards. A low CL score was assigned to paragraph

completions" which were undifferentiated and categorical responses, based on

use of an overgeneralized or unqualified acceptance of a single rule and use

of only external standards.

Since the goal in observation was to gain knowledge of the process of

evaluation used by students, they were provided with the unstructured task

of generating their own schema for evaluating their accomplishments in a

course, rather than being given a structural instrument to use in evaluating

their accomplishments as students. In the course in which the self-

evaluations were collected, the instructor simply requested students to

write an evaluation of their own learning and performance in the course.

Variations in mode of self-evaluation were observed by conducting a

structural analysis of subjects' self-evaluations using two interval

scales developed by Brown (1976). A complete description of these scales

as used in this study can be found in the original and more extended

writing related to this study (Wilsman, 1978). Students' self-evaluations

were assigned a score along a continuous dimension. On the degree of

deliberateness in self-appraisal, a high score was given to responses in

which criteria for all judgments were. explicitly identified and differentiated,

evidence vas cited to support all judgments, and judgments were based on

the criteria and evidences cited. Low scores were given to responses in which

10
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no explicit criteria were identified, no evidences were cited, and only a

judgmental expression was made. On the degree of differentiation in

judgment scale, a high score was given to self-evaluations which expressed

consideration of two or more views with respect to aspects of accomplishments

in the course and which gave the meaning of each view together with an

explanation of how the different interpretations occurred. A low score

was assigned to responses in which the judgments made were polarized and

alternative interpretations were not considered.

Scores on the measure of conceptual level were correlated with scores on

each of the scales to assess mode of self-evaluation by means of the Pearson

product moment correlation. The .05 level of confidence was used to determine

whether the correlation coefficient obtained in testing each statistical

hypothesis had a probability other than zero.

Results of the Study

Two types of inferences were made when interpreting the results of the

data analysis: (a) general-type propositions which were made when the

statistical data and results were, used within the inference model and

(b) aggregate -type propositions which were made when the statistical data

were used within the decision- theory model (Bakan, 1967). This latter

model seemed appropriate to use since the aims of the study were related to

the acquisition of practical knowledge to be used in deciding the proper

interpretation and use of students' self-evaluation by educators, rather

than the creation of theoretical knowledge.

Analysis of the distribution of students' scores according to the scales

used to assess mode of self-evaluation indicated that students do vary in

the modes or ways of making self-appraisals and that students' judgments

11
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about their own learning and performance in a course do represent very different

types of statements. Nbre specifically, there was a moderate distribution

of students' scores according to the scale used to assess the degree of

deliberateness in self-appraisal. Less than half of the students made

value judgments which were supported by objective references (i.e., criteria

and evidences). In other words, most of the students in this study made

judgments which were little more than personal expressions of goodness

(or badness), having only a personal reference, rather than value judgments

which were grounded in objective references of experienced goodness. While

some students did cite objective references to support their judgments, no

students made value judgments supported by criteria which were clearly

identified and differentiated so that the evidences cited could be interpreted

in terms of the criteria specified.

In regards to the distribution of students' scores according to the scale

used to assess the degree of differentiation in judgments made, the

majority of students were observed to make judgments which expressed either

little differentiation or a complete lack of differentiation. That is, the

majority of students made value judgments which wen! merely categorical and

absolute vale_ claims about the goodness (or badness) of global features of

their actions as students. No students made conditional judgments which

identified the multiple ways of viewing the worth of differentiated aspects

of their actions as students.

A test of the relationship between students' scores on the two scales

used to measure mode of self-evaluation resulted in a correlation coefficient

of 0.45 which is statistically significant at the 0.001 confidence level

with 65 degrees of freedom. The two scales measure phenomena which have a

positive, linear relationship. Since mode of self-evaluation is expected

12



to be a general way of responding, this relationship was as theoretically

expected.

The results from testing the statistical hypothesis that there is no

linear relationship between students' level of conceptual development and

degree of deliberateness in self-appraisal were to reject this hypothesis

at the 0.01 confidence level with 65 degrees of freedom. The correlation

coefficient (r=0.374) indicates that there is a positive linear relationship

between students' scores on the two variables and, thereby, supports the

theoretical expectation that as students develop more complex and abstract

modes of functioning, they also use more of the process of evaluation in

making self-appraisals. The low correlation vas due to two conditions:

(a) the low variability and lack of extreme scores in the set of scores and

(b) students at more mature levels of conceptual development who made

self-appraisals showing little use of the valuation process, rather than

students at immature levels of conceptual development making judgments_

based on use of the process.

The second statistical hypothesis tes,ed was also rejected. With a

correlation coefficient of 0.253, a statistically significant relationship

was found at the 0.05 confidence level with 65 degrees of freedom between

students' level of conceptual development and degree of differentiation in

judgments made. This positive linear relationship supported the theoretical

expectation that these students having more mature conceptual structures,

as compared to those students having more immature ones, in the judgments

made, show more than a single,, global way of viewing the value or worth of

their actions as students. Their judgments show that there are various value

perspectives to use in evaluating the worth Of each aspect of their actions

as students. Again, the low correlation was functionally related to the

homogeneity in students' responses on the scale used to measure degree of

3
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differentiation in judgments made and lack.of extreme scores in the set of

scores. It was also due to the more mature conceptual level of students

making undifferentiated judgments. Students at the immature conceptual level

did not make differentiated judgments.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL DECISIONMAKING

REGARDING PROPER USES FOR STUDENTS' SELF-EVALUATIONS

This study has shown that students' evaluations of their own learning

and performance in a course reflect more than only the content of what

students say in such self-reports. Students' "self-evaluations" also

reflect the particular intentions, dispositions and sets of meanings

students use to interpret and respond to qualities in the environment. Also,

this study has shown that students vary in mode of self-evaluation and that

these variations are functionally related to the way students' genotypic,

personal characteristics interact with qualities in the environment. These

results have practical significance for educators in deciding the proper

interpretation of students' evaluations, and they have heuristic value in

suggesting a way to view students as evaluators and a way to approach

research regarding students' evaluations.

With respect to the proper interpretation of students' "self-evaluation",

as when determining their reliability, objectivity, and validity, the

results of this study indicate that looking at only the content of what is

reported in students' evaluations is not an adequate methodological

procedure. Unless educators examine the "contexts" of the students'

judgments, there is no way of determining whether students' judgments have

grounds or references which are empirical. If a student's judgment is

merely a "judgmental expression", it has no reference beyond that student's

14
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saying it. According to the intellectual standards of objectivity and

reliability, that judgment cannot be considered trustworthy data. This

study has shown that students' self-evaluations have both "person contexts"

and "objective contexts" and that without examining the process students

used in making their self-evaluation there is no way of determining the

"contexts" of the judgments made. As Kaplan (1964) pointed out over a

decade ago, without examining the contexts of what is reported, there is

no way of determining whether the statement represents a mere value

expression or represents a rational and deliberate value judgment. If such

procedures are necessary in order to interpret students' self-evaluations, then,

for example, the currently popular educational practice of using "quantitative"

means to determine reliability (i.e., procedures such as counting the number

of times a student, or students, say the same thing) should be considered by

educators as an inadequate and incorrect way to measure reliability.

Scriven (1972) has already criticized educators for the confusion which

exists in education because of this "quantitative" notion of reliability.

The results of this study have also shown that examination of only the

content of students' judgments is not'sufficient to determine either their

reliability or their validity of meaning. The same judgment may represent very

different psychological meanings to different students. Unless educators

take psychological meanings into account, they are oversimplifying the

meaning of students' self-evaluations. Educators will need to use data

collection procedures (e.g., procedures which allow for collection of

information regarding the process students use in making value judgments)

in order to meet the intellectual standards of reliability, validity and

objectivity in.judging the quality of the data collected in students'

evaluationi.. Determining the quality of the data collected is always

15



necessary. before educators can be justified in using data as the basis for

decisions and actions in education. To use extremely poor data to make

generalizations is never acceptable professional behavior. Students'

judgments which are merely "spur of the moment" reactions cannot be

considered trustworthy data to use as a basis for decisionmaking, except to

describe the intellectual characteristics of the data.

FUrthermore, using students' evaluations as the basis for actions taken

in planning learning and instruction may undermine the intellectual aims of

education. Some students may be encouraged to use irrational modes of

evaluating, if they observe educators using students' judgments which are

mere emotive reactions, as the basis for instructional planning. Therefore,

educators can have same confidence in rejecting, on intellectual grounds,

actions which are taken in education based only on responses to rating

scales, since there is no way to properly interpret the intellectual

qualities of responses made to rating scales. A proper use of students'

self-evaluations would be for purposes of diagnosis and for students'

learning of the evaluative process and for students' gaining certain

cognitive and motivational orientations needed to be rational and deliberate

in evaluating oneself. Helping students develop the dispositions and

abilities they need to be rational and deliberate in evaluating should

possibly be implemented as an educational objective. For students lower in

conceptual level, these objectives should involve development of more

abstract concepts and more abstract nodes of thinking. Other objectives

should be combined with these objectives for students higher in conceptual

level, since same ofthese students were observed to use irrational modes

of self-evaluation.

16
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